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A thousand words ....
Burnett Music Foundation
programs were very successful
again in 2021 thanks to the
support YOU provide each month
working together with our other
donors, sponsors, partners, board
and staff.

W

e wish to personally
thank each of you for
being part of this
exciting work. We appreciate each
of you and the tangible
contributions you make each
month as Patrons. Here's some
highlights of 2021 and there is
more good news anticipated for
2022...
All the best,
Christopher + Terri
Founders
###
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* Visit our GuideStar profile for our nonprofit financials.
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"This was the best one to date," exclaimed Professor
Clarence Smith (Kansas City Jazz Academy)
BIRD BOOT CAMP + MUSICAL SALUTE (2021) was founded in 2014 and came
under our proprietorship in 2019. It was a resounding success again this year.

2021 Bird Boot Camp at The Folly Theater featured a star-studded faculty of
Kansas City Jazz Royalty along with Ronald McFadden as the guest celebrity.
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Visit this BirdBootCamp.org website link for the entire details of this success
story, including a great photo gallery, TV news coverage clip, attendance
demographics, how we successfully mitigated risk again in 2021 and more…

In 2020 Burnett Music Foundation won a National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
matching grant. That was indeed awesome and spoke to the quality of this
program…
However, in 2021, we raised over $12,000 to fund the entire program through
donations and cash sponsorships.
And a VERY BIG THANKS to Frontier Community Credit Union, Economic
Development Corporation of Kansas City, and the one and only, Jamey Aebersold
himself for coming on as our top sponsors!
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KANSAS CITY AREA YOUTH JAZZ (2021 SEASON) has benchmarked our third
successful season of providing a youth jazz artist program without barriers.
Targeted for worldwide release on December 15, 2021, the “2021 FELLOWS”
(ARC-3671) album presents our two branded ensembles in a wonderful program
of original compositions and arrangements of varied Jazz styles and sensibilities.
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2021 Kansas City Area Youth Jazz premiered both the Leon Brady Ensemble and
the Bill Crain Ensemble with music written by Dr. Arthur White, WM Thornton,
William Crain and Christopher Burnett. Four quick facts about youth jazz:
1. Founded in 2012 and started operations in 2018.
2. Launched first season in 2019, selected fellows by audition among elite high
school age musicians, released 2019 FELLOWS album.
3. 2020 season successful mitigation of coronavirus risk using Army music
program protocols, CDC guidance, and common sense; selected fellows by
audition among elite high school age musicians, released 2020 FELLOWS album.
4. The 2020 Season was also the last season of high school-only musicians being
accepted into the program. Our goal was to provide the program for two years to
high school musicians and if it was appreciated and of continued interest, we
would expand to include college musicians in the 2021 Season.
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ARC label has recently released
the entire Kansas City Area Youth
Jazz discography worldwide.

Strategic Partnerships are key…
“All albums are professionally recorded and produced at BRC Audio Productions
in Kansas City, Kansas. This partnership began with our wonderful friend, the late
Bill R. Crain, whose passion for the idea helped make youth jazz soar!” ~ Cb

Check out these really fine albums by next generation
artists. Our youth jazz program is very unique and an
immersive music industry experience!
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2022 YOUTH JAZZ FUNDRAISING
CAMPAIGN WILL LAUNCH SOON: We
are beginning a fundraising campaign for
Kansas City Area Youth Jazz 2022. We have a
$25,000 budget that includes everything that
we have been doing each of the last three
seasons, so we know it's accurate. We felt it
was important to build a strong tangible
resume for the program. We have done that.
Now we are putting the packet together that
can tell the story to potential new patrons,
donors, partners and funders.

Get involved. Tell a friend.
###
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JAZZ ARTISTRY NOW is a digital arts magazine
that was originally founded over a dozen years ago and
it continues to fill an objective void in coverage of the
Jazz arts inherent to this era of the digital media age.
In addition to what will
ultimately be over a dozen
professional articles, reviews,
and commentary pieces
published, JAN published it's
first online fine art exhibition by
musician Kathy Kosins. Visit the
site and check out the great
work being done!

###
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ARC STUDENT JAZZ JAM SESSIONS (at 424 Lounge) were totally sponsored by
Frontier Community Credit Union during the entire 2021 season. The sessions
were curated by ARC recording artist and Conn-Selmer, Inc. saxophone artist,
B.J. Jansen.
We were able to bring in clinicians like B.A.C. Horn Doctor trombone artist, Jason
Goudeau (Bobby Watson big band, Louis Neal big band, among others) and
KCPS music educators Osmond and CharCarol Fisher who are also staff
members at the Kansas City Jazz Academy.

Like all of our programs, the student jazz jam sessions provide a platform where
none really existed before in context. Having an opportunity to learn and play
instrumental jazz music outside of a classroom setting provides students the
insights toward refinement as improvisers, composers, and potential artists. It's
also proven to be a great artistic outlet that is convenient to those who live in the
northwest metro. Look for 2022 season to be as great!
###
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SPECIAL PROJECTS (2021) This year saw Burnett Music Foundation serve
fiscally to help other worthy projects such as Races United with its program to
dispel misunderstandings about "race" in education. We believe that anything
that works toward unity among all peoples is a great thing during any era, but
especially during our times of such apparent divisiveness.
Burnett Music Foundation received a $15,000 grant from the Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation for Races United and the program was a resounding
success among educators.
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LOOKING FORWARD: 2022 Special Projects include a unique
school outreach programming to bring Midnight Blue LLC's
successful concert program: "Kansas City and All That's
Jazz" to underserved schools. We have also been asked to be part
of a potential Jazz Presenter consortium working with a
progressive grant from Chamber Music America.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Christopher L. Burnett
PROFILE
Success-driven, visionary, and highly committed professional equipped with broad background in
providing top-notch leadership and services within nonprofit, military, and corporate organizations;
complemented with expertise in business startup, business development, jazz artist development,
music education, and community outreach. Expert at planning and setting long-term strategic plans, as
well as optimizing organizational efficiency, reducing costs, and surpassing business objectives.
Recognized formally and professionally for excellent leadership capabilities in establishing highperforming and cross-functional teams, while maximizing human and financial resources.
EXPERIENCE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BURNETT MUSIC FOUNDATION, LEAVENWORTH, KS — 2020-PRESENT

• Strategically designed the integration of four successful arts programs under one nonprofit
organization maximizing effectiveness, productivity, and efficiency.
• Spearheaded the fundraising efforts that resulted in winning a grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA) in 2020 as well as meeting or exceeding project budget goals in 2020 and 2021.
• Established significant sponsorships, community partnerships and special projects that resulted in
synergy with other organizations and entities including serving as the fiscal agent for Races United’s
education special project that won a grant from The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR, KANSAS CITY AREA YOUTH JAZZ, LEAVENWORTH, KS — 2018-PRESENT

• Strategically designed a private youth jazz artist program that included a community outreach plan
and supporting programming based on community needs and assessment that resulted in in-kind
partnerships valued at $100k in tangible goods and services.
• Rendered oversight of a world class youth jazz artist program that has produced a professional
industry experience that culminated in the commercial release of recorded albums each season.
• Developed and optimized job standards and roles for associate staff and program volunteers along
with participant standards of conduct and terms of participation.
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS, ARTISTS RECORDING COLLECTIVE, LEAVENWORTH, KS — 2007-PRESENT

• Capitalized on industry expertise in establishing a professional record label model that serves as a
brand collective for artists and GS1 global brand product database of over 100 recordings.
• Managed the worldwide distribution of ARC record label products through significant strategic
alliances partnering artists with aggregate distributors resulting artist empowerment and
maximization to 91% earnings of the sales proceeds from their commercially distributed works.
• Steered efforts that resulted in ARC’s catalog of commercially distributed professional recordings
growing from one release with three artists to over 100 releases featuring over 360 artists.
• Devised the innovative and modern business model for the ARC record label in 2007.

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR, BIRD BOOT CAMP, LEAVENWORTH, KS — 2019-PRESENT

• Was asked to take over the program as artistic director and administrator, expertly handling every
detail of Bird Boot Camp – from the itinerary schedule for the day, booking artists and clinicians,
organizing a coherent program, to funding the entire event through sponsorships, donations and
grants to preclude possible barriers to participation, adding the Musical Salute element as well.
• Exemplified strong leadership skills in 2020 which resulted in earning a highly competitive grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) for Bird Boot Camp + Musical Salute.
• Significantly improved business efficiency and program structure that resulted in raising all budget
funding through private donations and business sponsorships which enabled Bird Boot Camp +
Musical Salute to produce a world class jazz event at a Kansas City Jazz icon, The Folly Theater.
• Expertly led a team of staff and volunteers in the production of a Bird Boot Camp + Musical Salute, an
official featured program of Kansas City’s annual “Spotlight: Charlie Parker” festivities.
• Successfully contracted and directed the top professional musicians, educators, and jazz celebrities
in the Kansas City region to participate in specific roles in annual Bird Boot Camp + Musical Salute.
EARLIER CAREER
• MARKETING DIRECTOR, ACTING CEO, AMERICAN JAZZ MUSEUM, Kansas City, MO — 2011-2016
• CONN-SELMER, INC., SELMER PARIS SAXOPHONE ARTIST/CLINICIAN, Elkhart, IN — 2001-PRESENT
• ADJUNCT PROFESSOR, JAZZ PROGRAM DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA — 1996-2001
• US ARMY MUSIC CAREER, FIRST SERGEANT AND ENLISTED BANDLEADER, Worldwide — 1974-1996
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
• Board Member, Kansas City Jazz A.L.I.V.E, Kansas City, MO
• Board Member, Kansas City Jazz Orchestra, Kansas City, MO
• Board Member, Mutual Musicians Foundation, INC., Kansas City, MO
• Jazz Clinician, National Association for Music Education, MMEA and KMEA
• Artist Booking System, 424 Lounge jazz club, Leavenworth, KS
• Founding Member, Jazz At The Hollywood Theater Concert Series, Leavenworth, KS
• Staff Writer, Fort Leavenworth Lamp Newspaper, Fort Leavenworth, KS
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